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ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC    GUITARIST INTERACTIVE

W
hen Epiphone resurrected the 

Masterbilt name a few years ago, 

it both reacquainted the fi rm 

with its past and equipped it to deal 

with the future. Since then, and with 

the Masterbilts performing strongly in 

the mid-price market on their own 

merits (rather than relying on the 

association with the thirties originals), 

Epiphone has worked hard to bring 

diversity to the series. Having tested 

the water with several spruce-topped 

and mahogany-bodied models (and 

found it receptive), Epiphone’s latest 

Masterbilt features the potentially more 

interesting combination of cedar and 

rosewood, plus the option of 

amplifi cation.

Epiphone claims its intention is to 

“revive the prestige of the 1930s 

Masterbilts” and, on the surface at 

least, the EF-500RCCE looks the part. 

With its fl at-topped fi ngerstyle shape 

(dreadnought and nylon-string 

equivalents are available), understated 

natural satin fi nish and generally 

consistent grain across the solid cedar 

soundboard and rosewood fl anks, this 

is a more inviting visual package than 

any of the existing Masterbilts. As for 

the ‘prestige’, that’s taken care of by the 

offset notch headstock shape, the retro 

Epiphone script logo and the pearl 

‘stickpin’ inlay. The fact that the LR 

Baggs Element piezo is controlled via a 

subtle volume dial inside the soundhole 

(as opposed to an unsightly three-band 

EQ on the upper bout) also helps 

maintain the antiquated vibe of this 

instrument.

Unlike most other Far Eastern 

manufacturers, Epiphone has enjoyed a 

dedicated factory and workforce since 

opening its Chinese facility in 2003. 

The benefi ts are obvious in the EF-

500RCCE’s build, which is reassuringly 

neat and tidy from the rosewood ’board 

to the tapered dovetail neck joint 

(carefully securing the mahogany neck 

to the cutaway body with hot hide 

glue). A hint of rattle from the bridge 

saddle pins is probably just a one-off, 

and there’s not much that can be done 

about the slight untidiness of the wiring 

within. It’s a solid package – no less 

than you’d expect from the price and 

the brand.

Bar a slightly jumpy performance 

from the gold Grover tuners, the 

physical playing experience is a good 

one. The compact dimensions of the 

EF-500RCCE’s body put you in close 

control of things, while the unobtrusive 

fretwire allows for easy execution of 

rolling and tumbling fi nger-picked 
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EPIPHONE MB EF-500RCCE  TEST RESULTS

Build quality 

Playability

Sound 

Value for money

� WE LIKED The antiquated vibe, comfort 
and warm rolling tone

� WE DISLIKED The lack of tonal versatility 
might dissuade some players

EPIPHONE 
MASTERBILT 
EF-500RCCE
PRICE: £999 (inc case)
ORIGIN: China
TYPE: Electro-acoustic
TOP: Solid cedar
BACK/SIDES: Solid 
rosewood 
MAX RIM DEPTH: 
106mm
MAX BODY WIDTH: 
390mm
NECK: Mahogany, 
dovetail joint
SCALE LENGTH: 648 
(25.5-inch)
TUNERS: Gold Grovers
NUT/WIDTH: Bone/
44.4mm
FINGERBOARD: 
Rosewood, with diamond 
inlays
FRETS: 21, medium
BRIDGE/SPACING: 
Rosewood/60mm
ELECTRICS: LR Baggs 
Element piezo
OPTIONS: EF-500M 
(£715), EF-500R (£799), 
EF-500RA (£1,235)
LEFT-HANDERS: No
FINISH: Natural Satin
Rosetti 
01376 550033
www.epiphone.com
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Simon & Patrick Cedar  
 £474
Yamaha CPX15CM   
 £1,029
Takamine TNV460SC
    £1,809
Simon & Patrick’s 
reputation for quality 
tonewoods and expert 
construction is justifi ed, 
and their basic cedar 
model is a versatile 
yet unfussy choice. 
Hovering around the 
same price point as the 
Masterbilt, meanwhile, 
is Yamaha’s CPX15CM, 
which offers a cultured 
cedar soundboard and 
LR Baggs piezo. For 
those prepared to 
spend a little more, 
Takamine’s cutaway 
TNV460SC is an 
excellent choice, 
featuring solid cedar 
and rosewood with 
a CTP-1 ‘Cool Tube’ 
preamp.       

The rivals

passages. That stands to reason; buyers 

at this kind of price point will surely 

want more than simply a vehicle for 

strumming, and between the EF-

500RCCE’s cutaway and comfort 

beneath the fi ngertips, they won’t be 

held back.

SOUNDS: While it’s hardly an unusual 

combination, the EF-500RCCE’s 

pairing of cedar and rosewood provided 

a welcome tonic to the spruce tops and 

mahogany bodies that are prevalent in 

this price bracket. Played unamplifi ed, 

this model demonstrated a convincing 

tendency towards the lower 

frequencies and warmer tones (a fact 

compounded by our inclination to use 

fi ngers over picks), but it didn’t let the 

overall output turn soupy. When you 

strike a note, you hear it – even as part 

of an open chord.  

Perhaps it’s fortunate that we 

appreciated the raw tone of the EF-

500RCCE, since without a dedicated 

EQ, there’s not much scope for 

tailoring it once you’re plugged in. 

While more eclectic players should 

be aware of the lack of tonal options, 

we didn’t feel this presented a problem. 

The warmth and conviction of this 

guitar’s tone is something to be 

savoured, not softened or sharpened 

by endless tinkering with EQ sliders. 

Ultimately – and provided it’s used in 

tandem with a decent acoustic amp – 

the feature that we initially feared 

might be a limiting factor actually made 

playing this guitar a surprisingly 

liberating experience.  

Verdict
Rather than dine out on past glories, 

the Epiphone Masterbilt series has 

previously impressed with its readiness 

to roll up its sleeves in the mid-priced 

market. The EF-500RCCE cemented 

this impression across the board, 

combining its cultured appearance 

with a bullet-proof build, and offering a 

raw tone so accomplished that it wasn’t 

a problem that we couldn’t really tweak 

it. Inevitably, the competitive price tag 

of this model means you’ll fi nd more 

tonal character and feel elsewhere, 

but any guitarist in the market for a 

keenly priced investment (rather than 

the false economy of a stopgap) should 

be very satisfi ed indeed with this 

gorgeous instrument. 
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An offset notch 
headstock shape adds 

to the 1930s vibe 

The warmth and conviction of this guitar’s tone is 
something to be savoured, not softened or sharpened by 
endless tinkering with EQ sliders
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